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ABSTRACT
A Supply chain is dynamic and involves the constant flow of information, product and
funds between different stages of the chain. The term supply chain may also imply that
only one player is involved at each stage. In reality, a manufacturer may receive material
from several suppliers and then several distributors. Thus, most supply chains are
actually network. In this paper, a proposed apparel supply chain network has been
developed for manufacturer which ensures efficient supply chain. In this paper, a
proposed supply chain model has furthermore been developed which can save most
unnecessary cost of the apparel supply chain over the traditional supply chain. In this
paper, it has moreover been analyzed that 25% efficiency improved after implementation
of proposed model in apparel supply chain.
Keywords: Supply chain network, Supply chain, Efficiency.

INTRODUCTION
Jussi Heikkila, (2002) investigated that one of the main challenges of today’s apparel
manufacturing industry is to be efficient and contribute to high effectiveness, i.e. customer
satisfaction .In the competitive market, Information is ever more available through e-business,
customer relationship management (CRM) and supply- chain management (SCM) solutions,
making it possible to serve buyers individually with customized goods. However, going too far
in customization would ruin efficiency. On the other hand, too rigid an approach to
SCM would risk customer satisfaction. Normally, the starting point for operations managers to
begin their improvement efforts. The next step is to develop the manageable number of
alternative modular service offerings to be adapted to individual buyer situations and needs. The
final step is to consider the relationship characteristics and develop a joint improvement agenda
together with the customer to develop optimum operative efficiency within the constraints set by
the objectives important for the customer; and if the joint improvement agenda is implemented in
good co-operation, high buyer satisfaction will be achieved in the apparel manufacturing
company.
Operation manager is strictly monitored to achieve factory plan efficiency in order to match the
shipment date as well as the company profit goal in garments industry. Practically, there is a gap
generated between plan and actual efficiency in account of some inappropriate processing, which
will be discussed in the next chapter echelon wise of the supply chain in a typical garment’s
manufacturing industry. The main reason is to magnify the inefficiency level; involving
uneducated people for long times in garments manufacturing industry. Some of the people are
leading mid- level management among unqualified manpower Garments industry now a day’s
looking for establishing industrial engineering section for finding out the actual reasons and take
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possible action to overtake such as kind of issues, which greatly bring an effect in efficiency. The
efficiency is therein described as a compound evaluation of quality, delivery, cost, and overall
capability that is not only planned and reviewed in the relationship but also a measure of the
relationship. Thus, in this research, an initiative has been taken to improve efficiency of
garments manufacturing organization.
Textile and apparel supply chain in the U.S. consists of about 22,000 companies and employs
about 675,000 people analyzed by U.S. Census Bureau (2004a). U.S. apparel industry has been
in a transition over the last 20 years. Imports from lower wage countries and retail consolidation
forced U.S. manufacturers to look for other ways to remain competitive: quality and flexibility.
Physical proximity and advances in information and manufacturing technologies enabled U.S.
manufacturers to accept retailer orders closer to the season and replenish their stocks frequently
during the season. However, retailers continue to source more and more of their merchandise
from overseas with the cost of having to make risky inventory decisions.
However, buyers are looking to buy the high quality garments with low or competitive cost with
the delivery status must be on time. That is meant, the buyer is demanding to follow QQD in
their manufacturer. It can be illustrated that Q for “Quantity”; Q for Quality and finally D for just
time “Delivery”. As efficiency can be defined that it is quantity matrix. So, in this context,
buyers will place order to the manufacturer who can meet the QQD and who can show proof that
his supply chain is efficient in order to deliver their products to the buyer on time. Only
considering co-efficient supply chain buyers are placing the orders to the low cost countries
rather than US market. In this research, an apparel supply chain model as well as smooth supply
chain network has been developed to retain in the competitive market.

Cutting

Sewing

Finishing

Supply Chain Department

Figure 1. Garments Supply Chain

SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT PRACTICES
The term “Supply Chain Management” was revealed in the late 1980s, and then it was exposed
to all in 1990s. Hugos (2006) showed, before of that time „Supply Chain Management‟ was used
as different terms like- “logistics” and “operations management” in the business fields. Once up
on a time, supply chain management was considered just like a concept. Implementation of this
concept was very difficult as there were some necessary components in the total chain to connect
with each other. The focal part of the barrier to full supply chain management was the cost of
communication and coordination among the many independent suppliers in each supply chain.
An entire supply chain covers the area from the creation of raw materials to the delivery of the
finished consumer goods. So, many supply chains are involved in the entire supply chain of a
product up to the ultimate delivery stage. This is why; Fredendall et al (2000) outlined that it was
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difficult to link up actively all the supply chain points. But day by day companies are being
interested to implement the supply chain concept in their business for three environmental
changes. First, development of the communication technology has made easier the process to
communicate between members of the supply chain. Second, new management models have
been developed that are being used by the supply chain members to simplify the coordination of
tasks. Third, for the development of highly trained work-force, it has become easier to assume
the responsibility, make decisions quickly and take required actions to coordinate the supply
chain. These three changes are encouraging the companies to take the challenges in the
competitive market through the utilization of supply chain management concept. In this paper,
developed a proposed supply chain model for apparel manufacturing industry which can save the
time and cost of the communication through whole apparel supply chain.
The SCM concept extends the view of operations from a single business unit or a company to the
whole supply chain. Essentially, SCM is a set of practices aimed at managing and co-ordination
the supply chain from raw material suppliers to the ultimate customer. The objective of SCM is
to improve the entire process rather than focusing on local optimization of particular business
units. A number of researchers suggest that better performance can be achieved by consolidating
customer and supplier bases, removing unnecessary steps in the chain, speeding up information
and material flows, and creating long-term partnerships with major customers and suppliers to
leverage the capabilities of several companies in the chain. Previous management theory in the
area of SCM can be broadly divided into two main categories. Forrester (1958) verified, the first
category is studies of primarily the chain structure. Williamson (1985) the second group is
primarily about industrial networks and the relationships between organizations in the chain.
Vollmann et al., (1995) suggested that using the term demand chain management instead of
SCM.
Stalk (1988) has found that Time-based management and the relationship between speed of
operations and efficiency has been one of the key issues in operations management literature
during the 1980s and 1990s and he has also described how time has become one of the most
important sources of competitive advantage in manufacturing industries.
Womack et al,(1991) portrayed the background for “Japan’s secret weapon” or “lean thinking”
by illustrating how the competitive advantage of Japanese manufacturing industry evolved from
low labor costs—through scale-based strategy, focused factory and flexible manufacturing—to
time-based competitive advantage in order to expedite the supply chain efficiency.
Uncertainty and the nature of the forecasting problem have a considerable impact on the supply
chain structure. According to Fisher (1997), the first step in devising an effective supply chain is
to consider the nature of the demand for the products. Pine et al., (1993) has explained ,If
products are classified on the basis of their demand patterns, Many recent texts emphasize that
the product, manufacturing process and supply chain structure need to be considered together to
create a capability for mass customization; different industries require different approaches for
customization.
IRREGULARITIES IN APPAREL SUPPLY CHAIN
Garments manufacturing organization is looking for enhancing efficiency in their internal supply
chain echelon i.e. cutting, sewing and finishing. The inefficiency of apparel supply chain is
started from cutting section. This is the key echelon of apparel supply chain. Cutting department
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receive input from store, they keep it on the cutting floor for “Relax”. After keeping on relax the
fabric about 6 hours, cutting people keep it on the cutting table and ready for cutting. The cutting
departments have the capacity of supplying input into sewing section, but maximum time they
cannot feed input due to improper flow of material which is caused by the in-efficiency.
Consequently, sewing department fall on pressure, they have to complete the 5 days production
within 3 days because of the delay of the cutting section. In this case, shipment date become
sturdy to meet and the company cannot keep the buyers commitments. It greatly hampers the
company’s reputation. For example
Order confirmed date=30 June

Shipment date=15 August

Total lead times= 47 days.

Order quantity= 9800 pcs

Required fabric=2814 Kg’s

Embellishment status= Embroidery

Target= 100 pcs/day

Working hours = 8 hours

Allocated lines= 02.

For meeting this shipment sewing should complete 4000 pieces per day. But if the cutting
department delays at least 6 hours to send input into sewing department, the shipment cannot be
met. If the working hour is 8 hours, then the production manager takes decision about overtime
for production and meeting the shipment date. It enhances the product cost whereas the amount
of profit is being reduced in order to pay for overtime of workers.
After receiving the input from cutting department, input has to be re-cut and the shipment date
cannot be met. Before entering the input into sewing line quality was not checked. So, after the
production of a major quantity, quality related problem of cutting department is occurred. At that
time sewing department is bound to discontinue production of that particular line and send
information into cutting department. The cutting department ensures inputs quality again and
send it to sewing department for starting the production process. It takes time that obstructs the
production and shipment being tight. Also when operator and quality section of the line make
defective product check it out and resend the defective item to the respective operator. The
operator takes time to make the correction of this product. For this reason in this process the
bottleneck may be happened which limits the total production and target of line and also to make
the shipment delayed.
For delay of production from the sewing and cutting departments, finishing department
hindrance delay by default. So, shipment cannot be done on time. Inventory is created in the
finishing section in spite of having the capacity to make finishing on time they cannot complete
timely because of problem faced by predecessor department. In the finishing section, they
receive finished goods from sewing section and they also do not check it out on the account of
hammering on them to meet shipment on time. So after finishing they make packaging the
finished goods where some product remains unchecked. When the buyer checks the lot and
unfortunately if the unchecked product is being disqualified then full lot can be re-checked. This
news is very pedantic for company. The above mentioned reason can cause for decreasing
efficiency in apparel chain. The root cause has been discussed below echelon wise for the entire
apparel supply chain.
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Root Cause Analysis of Three Echelon of Apparel Supply Chain
Cutting
Anti-harmonic roll raking
Manual Laying
Manual pattern marking
Finished item arrangement w/o visual display
Manual material movement
Manual ticketing
Excess manpower
Excess time consuming
Excess cost
Sewing
Unavailability of storing system
Unnecessary OT
Unnecessary Manpower
Unnecessary Waste (spare parts, fabric, thread, TC, CX3, Taffeta etc.)
Re-work
Overproduction
Inappropriate processing
Finishing
Manual goods handling
Ancient machine utilization
Excess WIP
Unavailability of finishing materials
Ordinary quality of garments
Non-smooth machine repairing system
Stacking goods w/o proper arranging
Raw material supplier -2
If no printing

if no washing

Raw
material
supplier -N

Raw material supplier -1

Commercial
Department

Merchandising
Department

Planning
Department

Supply chain management department
Information flow

Product flow

Figure 2: Supply chain of a typical apparel manufacturer
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Figure 4. Date vs. Efficiency in Cutting
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Figure 6. Date vs. Efficiency-Finishing
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Figure 7. Improved Efficiency of Apparel Supply Chain
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Figure 8: Cause –and- Effect Diagram
Table 1. Apparel Supply chain tracking
Date
22-Sep
24-Sep
25-Sep
26-Sep
27-Sep
28-Sep
29-Sep
1-Oct
2-Oct
3-Oct
4-Oct
5-Oct
6-Oct
8-Oct
9-Oct

Cutting
850
900
900
900
900
900
900
900
900
900
700
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850
1750
2650
3350
4450
5350
6250
7150
8050
8900
9650

Sewing
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800

700
1500
2300
3100
3900
4700
5500
6300
7100
7900
8700
9600

Finishing
700
700
700
700
700
700
700
700
700
700
700
700

500
1100
1800
2500
3200
3900
4600
5300
6000
6700
7400
8100
8900
9450
Shipment
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PROPOSED SUPPLY CHAIN MODEL
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Figure 9: Proposed apparel supply chain network for manufacturer

RESULTS & DISCUSSIONS
Apparel manufacturing organization is harassed to make the downy supply chain in order to
deliver garments to the buyer on time as well as gain the profit margin by reducing unnecessary
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waste or muda from chain. Pragmatically, we have shown from the figure 4, 5 & 6, supply chain
department cannot reach their goals. Figure 4 depicted that there was a huge gap formed between
plan and actual efficiency of cutting section. The fallout of efficiency of the cutting department
alarming to the supply chain department that shipment will not be met on time whereas sewing
line was waited for the inputs which also ensured that plan productivity target was nix as input
was not available on time. It was the colossal waste in the apparel supply chain which greatly
impact on efficiency. Figure 5 & 6 has further depicted the scenario of the efficacy gap for
sewing and finishing section. It was clear that owner of the apparel manufacturing organization
in dilemma to take decision whether can be met delivery date or they have to decide for the air
shipment. Resulting in, this leads to massive cost for managing supply chain. But this practice
eventually affect on overall chain profitability which is the core objectives of the supply chain.
It was too sturdy to analyze the whole supply chain inefficiency and strived to mitigate the
delivery cost as well as improving efficiency level of apparel supply chain and co-ordinate with
all the chain members. In this research, we have concentrated on the three echelon of the apparel
chain shown in figure 1. Figure 8 have demonstrated the real state of the causes to fail efficiency
level of apparel manufacturing industry. In this research, we have developed a supply chain
model shown in figure 3 in order to overcome the inefficiency level or make efficient apparel
supply chain. This model has described that the decision making system while the efficient
supply chain being impeded and it will ensure about the saving of air cost because of information
visibility among the chain partners . A proposed apparel supply chain network has been
developed in order to make the smooth supply chain. The outcome has shown moreover in table
1 and figure 7 after implementation of the proposed chain network in a typical apparel
manufacturing industry. The efficacy level was very near to the acknowledged plan efficiency in
the three echelons in apparel supply chain. The result was illustrated in table 1 that shipment date
for a typical style was October 9, where the order quantity was 9600 pieces for a specific buyer.
It has shown that 98% work completed on October 8. The supply chain department can take
decision without any troubles to inform shipping line to book the ship for sending garments to
the buyer on time. These upshots have been achieved implementing industrial engineering tools
like 5’S, TPM with motivation to make the efficient apparel supply chain.
CONCLUSION
Efficiency is the major points in any manufacturing organization in order to stay alive in
competitive market. In this research, to make the efficient supply chain in apparel manufacturing
industry was giant challenge. The study has been analyzed the real conditions of apparel supply
chain while inefficient supply chain. Implementing the proposed apparel supply chain model as
well as supply chain network was more challenging job in the typical apparel manufacturing
organization as the middle management put down antique idea regarding the efficiency of the
organization.
It apparently seemed that the gap between the plan and actual efficiency was vast but from the
figure 7 it was clarified that due to make efficient supply chain in a typical apparel
manufacturing organization ultimately there were no adverse effect on efficiency in the three key
tier of the chain gradually. After implementation of proposed supply chain model and network
system in the reputed apparel industry in Bangladesh, the revenue figure has been increased and
objective of the chain was being achieved. An essence of the philosophy has been implemented
between three branches of the chain and has received immense success. This paper showed vital
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model for making smooth apparel supply chain which improves efficiency of the company,
maximize overall profitability for overall value chain in apparel manufacturer, reduces cost of
manufacturing and finally helps to meet the on time delivery of products to the respected
customer.
The top management must be sympathetic before implementing such kind of proposed supply
chain model in apparel manufacturing organization. Future work can be done by making efficient
entire apparel supply chain shown in figure 2 in the textile and apparel industries.
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